Ground Fault Products

Portable GFCI Line Cords

Multiple Outlet Portable GFCI and GFCI Module

IP21

SUITABILITY

Multiple Outlet Portable GFCI
Description

Rating

Receptacles

Plug

Catalog Number

4 outlet,
manual set, yellow.

15A, 120V AC

(2) Duplex 5-15R

NEMA 5-15P

GFP15M

4 outlet,
manual set, yellow.

20A, 120V AC

(2) Duplex 5-20R

NEMA 5-20P

GFP20M

GFP15M

GFCI Module - UL Type 3R Rated
Description

Rating

Catalog Number

GFCI module,
manual set, yellow.

20A, 120V AC, 60 Hz

GFM20

GFCI module,
auto set, yellow.

20A, 120V AC, 60 Hz

GFM20A

GFM20

Specifications
Trip Level
Trip Time
Frequency
Voltage
Maximum Interrupting Capacity
Current
Operating Temperature
Housing Rating
Input
Output
Power Supply Cord
Mounting Screws
Power “ON” Indication
Agency Approvals
Codes

GFP15M / GFP20M

GFM20 / GFM20A

4 to 6 mA.
.025 sec. nominal.
60 Hz.
120V AC +10% - 15%.
No voltage release feature.
5000A.
15A / 20A.
-35°C to 66°C or -30°F to 150°F.
High-impact, yellow Valox®
with protective lift covers.

4 to 6 mA.
.025 sec. nominal.
60 Hz.
120V AC +10% - 15%.
No voltage release feature.
5000A.
20A / 20A Feed-through.
-35°C to 66°C or -30°F to 150°F.
High-impact, UV stabilized, rigid PVC.
UL 94V-0 flammability classification.
UL Type 3R Rated.
#12 AWG stranded conductors (black/white/green).
#12 AWG stranded conductors (red/gray).
N/A.
Self-tapping, combination, #6-32.
LED indicator light.
UL Listed, CSA Certified.
Meets UL943 Class A for GFCI’s.
Meets all NEC® and CEC requirements.

5-15P, 15A / 5-20P, 20A. IP21 Suitability.
5-15R(4), 15A / 5-20R(4), 20A.
6' (182.9 cm) STOW-A (STW FT2 CSA).
N/A.
LED indicator light.
UL Listed, UL498 for receptacles.
Meets UL943 Class A for GFCI’s.
Meets all NEC® and CEC requirements.

Valox® is a trademark of SABIC Innovative Plastics, acquired from General Electric Company.
NEC® is a registered trademark of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).
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Marine Products

Portable Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters and Testers
Portable Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCIs)
These UL Listed portable GFCIs have been designed to protect people from line-toground electrical shock hazards which may develop from faulty appliance, tools or
defective portable cords. If a ground fault does occur and the leakage level exceeds 4 to
6 milliamperes, the GFCI unit quickly acts to protect the user by opening the circuit, thus
interrupting the power supply and limiting the duration of any electrical current flow.
After tripping, the module is reset by pushing a button on its face. A test button allows
the user to test that the GFCI is in working order.
GFP15M
Note: GFCI devices will not protect against overloads or short circuits.

Portable Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters and Testers

GFP315A

GFT2G

Description

Catalog Number

This unit is small and compact—measuring only 4.19 in. H x 5.19 in. L x 6.69 in. W
(10.6cm x 13.2cm x 17.0cm) and weighing only 3 pounds—yet protects as many as
four tools at one time. The housing is high-impact yellow polycarbonate as are the
liftcovers which protect the receptacles from dirt and damage. Simply insert the plug
on the end of the 6 foot (1.8m) cord into any 60Hz 120V receptacle and then plug the
equipment to be used into one of the receptacles on the unit. Incorporates a 20 Amp
GFCI module that can be replaced in the field. The module provides not only ground
fault protection, but also contains the no voltage release feature.

GFP15M

3-outlet plug-in unit. Plugs into boat convenience receptacles to provide ground fault
protection.

GFP315A

This unit is designed to measure the trip level of GFCI portables, receptacles, or
breakers within any range from 2 to 7 milliamperes, or the leakage in portable tools
or appliances within a leakage range of 1 to 7 milliamperes. It can be used on any
AC circuit of 110 to 130V.

GFT2G*

This outlet circuit tester has a simple arrangement of neon lights which visually indicate
correct wiring, reversed polarity, open ground wire, open neutral wire, open hot wire,
hot and ground reversed and hot wire on neutral terminal, and hot terminal unwired.
Simply plug the HBL5200 into a single phase 125V 2 pole 3 wire outlet and the
combination of lighted and/or unlighted lamps will immediately indicate the condition
of the circuit. The instructions and symbol identification are printed on durable polyester
labels permanently attached to the tester. To test other 2 pole 3 wire single phase
125V outlets, use one of the proper adapters shown on pages Y-28 and Y-29.

HBL5200**

Note: *Not UL Listed or CSA Certified.
**Not CSA Certified.

GFCI Line Cord Devices
Description

HBL5200

Line Cord Length

Ideal for personal plug-in protection at marinas and onboard boats when
used with pumps, drills, sanders and all portable electrical equipment.
GFCI mechanism is watertight and approved for outdoor use. High
visibility yellow SJTW-A power cord resists moisture, chemicals and
sunlight. Two different lengths available.

Catalog Number

6 ft. (1.8m)

GFP6C15M

25 ft. (7.6m)

GFP25C15M

GFCI Specifications

GFP6C15M
GFP25C15M

Y-38

Rating:
Trip Level:
Trip Time:
Frequency:
Voltage:
Max Interrupting Capacity:
Max Humidity:
UL Class A

®

15A 120V 60Hz 2 pole 3 wire straight blade
4-6 milliamperes
.025 seconds nominal
60 Hertz nominal
120 volts +10%, -15%
2,000 amperes
95%
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